1. This standard shall be used in accordance with the appropriate work zone traffic control standards. Refer to the Book of Standards Section 1 - Preliminary.

2. Install Posts #1 thru #5 with offset brackets to the existing W Beam element. Spacing of posts through the stiffened section shall be 3'-11/4" c/c.

3. Remove the existing W Beam element between Post #1 thru #5 and offset brackets from Posts #5, #4, #3 and #2. Grade area as necessary to provide a base suitable for the proper alignment and placement of the Precast Temporary Concrete Traffic Barrier Terminal End Right Side Approach and the Precast Temporary Concrete Traffic Barrier.

4. The Precast Temporary Concrete Traffic Barrier Terminal End Right Side Approach shall be placed over Posts #1 and #2.

5. The W Beam Terminal Connector shall be splice bolted to the end of the existing W Beam adjacent to Post #1 and bolted to the Precast Temporary 32 Inch F Shape Concrete Traffic Barrier Terminal End Right Side Approach. Refer to Std. MD 104.01-46.

6. When the Precast Temporary Concrete Traffic Barrier Terminal End Right Side Approach is removed, the W Beam system shall be reassembled.

7. The cost of removing and reassembly of the W Beam and related hardware, grading, additional posts and hardware, drilling holes and all necessary equipment, labor, etc., will be incidental to the contract price per each for Precast Temporary 32 Inch F Shape Concrete Barrier Terminal End Right Side Approach.

8. For pin and loop joint connectors see Std. MD 104.01-53 and MD 104.01-54.